
Justice League: War In Gotham City's shadows lurks a mysterious figure, a silent 
guardian known only as the Batman. While battling crime and an ever-growing 
public distrust, he faces the injustices of the night alone. During a criminal 
pursuit, the Batman crosses paths with the arrogant intergalactic cop Green 
Lantern, and the unlikely duo uncovers an impending threat bigger and more 
deadly than anything the Earth has faced before. For the Earth to have a chance 
to survive, it will be a race to forge an uneasy alliance of its greatest super 
powers, including the Kryptonian alien, Superman; the Amazonian envoy, 
Wonder Woman; and the Scarlet Speedster, the Flash. Along with newcomers 
Cyborg and teen super hero Shazam, this awesome assembly of the world's 
finest are prepared to meet evil head-on and offer mankind its only hope, it they 
don't self-destruct first! Warner
Bonnie & Clyde  The four-hour, two-night event stars Emile Hirsch (Into the Wild) 
and Holliday Grainger (The Borgias) in the title roles of Clyde Barrow and Bonnie 
Parker, the Depression-era outlaw couple whose criminal exploits earned them 
lasting fame for the past eight decades. Though Bonnie Parker (Holliday 
Grainger, Jane Eyre) & Clyde Barrow’s crime spree is legendary, their story has 
never been told quite like this. Fueled by their passion for each other and 
Bonnie’s obsession with fame, the couple committed increasingly dangerous 
robberies, leaving a trail of blood and headlines behind them. Aided by Clyde’s 
sixth sense, they stayed one step ahead of the law until their final, fateful 
showdown. Sony
Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs 2 Picking up precisely where its hit 
predecessor left off, Sony Pictures Animation's Cloudy With A Chance Of 
Meatballs 2 finds Flint Lockwood (voice of Bill Hader) invited to join the Live 
Corp Company, and use his gift for invention for the good of mankind. Just as 
young Flint prepares to go to work for his hero Chester V (voice of Will Forte), 
however, the young genius learns that his water-to-food machine is not only still 
functional, but it's also started cross-breeding animals with food. Now, in order 
to prevent a growing army of "foodimals" from escaping isolation on an island 
and wreaking havoc on the mainland, Flint and his loyal group of friends will 
have to do battle with such delicious, but deadly, hybrids as the ferocious 
tacodiles, slithering apple pie-thons, and vine-swinging shrimpanzees. Saving 
the world from these rampaging monstrosities won't be easy, but if anyone is up 
to the task, it's Flint and company. Cody Cameron and Kris Pearn takes the reins 
for this sequel also featuring vocal contributions by Anna Faris, James Caan, 
Kristen Schaal, Terry Crews, Andy Samberg, Neil Patrick Harris, and Benjamin 
Bratt. Sony
Last Vegas Four geriatric friends vow to set Las Vegas ablaze during the ultimate 
bachelor party in this all-star comedy from director Jon Turteltaub (National 
Treasure, The Sorcerer's Apprentice). Amongst his friends, Billy (Michael Douglas) 
has always been the confirmed bachelor. When Billy finally pops the question to 
his much-younger girlfriend, his pals Paddy Robert De Niro, Archie Morgan 
Freeman, and Sam Kevin Kline plan to send him off in style. But Vegas has 
changed since the last time they prowled the Strip, and once the party gets 
started, there's no telling how it will end. Sony
Swamp People Season 4 In Season 4 of SWAMP PEOPLE on HISTORY, the 
resolute crews face wild weather, a ticking clock and life-threatening feats. While 
surrounding states are knee-deep in drought and dehydration, the people of 
south Louisiana once again wade through the Atchafalaya waters as Hurricane 
Isaac hits on gator season's opening day. Dropping temperatures spur 
prematurely hatched eggs and early retreat for alligators. With the ultimate goal 
for bigger gators and higher profits, the hunters remain true to their resourceful 
Cajun traditions while employing newfangled and unconventional baiting 
techniques. Lionsgate
Bad Grandpa Mischievous octogenarian Irving Zisman (Johnny Knoxville in 
heavy makeup and prosthetics) and his 8-year-old grandson Billy (Jackson 
Nicoll) embark on a debauched cross-country road trip in this geriatric Jackass 
spin-off from Paramount Pictures and MTV Films. Upon learning that his wife of 
46 years has died, horny granddad Irving Zisman is eager to get out and sow his 
geriatric oats. Irving's lecherous journey is soon threatened, however, when his 
crackhead daughter shows up at the funeral with his grandson Billy in tow. It 
seems that Billy's mother has gotten in trouble with the law once again, and she 
needs Irving to drive him across the country to be with his deadbeat dad who 
only agrees to take the boy after learning that he'll receive $600 a month in 
government support. Determined not to let the little runt get in the way of his 
good times, Irving stuffs his wife's corpse in the trunk of his classic Lincoln town 
car, plops Billy in the passenger seat, and hits the road, making occasional pit 
stops to engage in some bawdy hidden-camera antics along the way. Paramount
Captain Phillips true story of Richard Phillips, a U.S. cargo-ship captain who 
surrendered himself to Somali pirates so that his crew would be freed. Captain 
Richard Phillips (Hanks) and his crew are carrying freight around the Horn of 
Africa when four Somali pirates forcefully take over their ship, the MV Maersk 
Alabama. While Phillips' team follow his orders to hide until they hear him give 
the safe word, the captain and a few essential crew members remain on the 
bridge as the heavily armed pirates make their way up to seize control of the 
ship. But the interlopers soon discover something that sends them into a furious 
rage: After effectively shutting down the ship, Phillips explains that the Maersk 
had malfunctioned when the crew pushed it too hard in an attempt to evade 
the attackers. In order to appease their leader, the ruthless Muse (Barkhad Abdi), 
Phillips offers them the $30,000 that's been locked in the ship safe. But that isn't 
enough, and Muse demands that Phillips help him search every corner of the 
ship to root out the terrified crew. When that plan fails, the pirates agree to take 
the cash from the safe and flee in the Maersk's lifeboat. At the last minute, 
however, they kidnap Phillips in the hope of supplementing their take with a 
sizable ransom a decision that leads to a tense standoff with the U.S. Navy, who 
would sooner see the lifeboat sunk with Phillips inside than allow it to reach 
Somalia. Sony
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